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Abstract—Redundant basis (RB) multipliers over Galois Field
) have gained huge popularity in elliptic curve cryptog(
raphy (ECC) mainly because of their negligible hardware cost for
squaring and modular reduction. In this paper, we have proposed a
novel recursive decomposition algorithm for RB multiplication to
obtain high-throughput digit-serial implementation. Through efficient projection of signal-flow graph (SFG) of the proposed algorithm, a highly regular processor-space flow-graph (PSFG) is derived. By identifying suitable cut-sets, we have modified the PSFG
suitably and performed efficient feed-forward cut-set retiming to
derive three novel multipliers which not only involve significantly
less time-complexity than the existing ones but also require less
area and less power consumption compared with the others. Both
theoretical analysis and synthesis results confirm the efficiency of
proposed multipliers over the existing ones. The synthesis results
for field programmable gate array (FPGA) and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) realization of the proposed designs
and competing existing designs are compared. It is shown that the
proposed high-throughput structures are the best among the corresponding designs, for FPGA and ASIC implementation. It is shown
that the proposed designs can achieve up to 94% and 60% savings
of area-delay-power product (ADPP) on FPGA and ASIC implementation over the best of the existing designs, respectively.
Index Terms—ASIC, digit-serial, finite field multiplication,
FPGA, high-throughput, redundant basis.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

)
INITE FIELD multiplication over Galois Field (
is a basic operation frequently encountered in modern cryptographic systems such as the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
and error control coding [1]–[3]. Moreover, multiplication over
a finite field can be used further to perform other field operations, e.g., division, exponentiation, and inversion [4]–[6]. Mulcan be implemented on a general purtiplication over
pose machine, but it is expensive to use a general purpose machine to implement cryptographic systems in cost-sensitive consumer products. Besides, a low-end microprocessor cannot meet
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length of these processors is too small compared with the order
of typical finite fields used in cryptographic systems. Most of the
real-time applications, therefore, need hardware implementation
of finite field arithmetic operations for the benefits like low-cost
and high-throughput rate.
The choice of basis to represent field elements, namely the
polynomial basis, normal basis, triangular basis and redundant
basis (RB) has a major impact on the performance of the arithmetic circuits [7]–[9]. The multipliers based on RB [6], [10] have
gained significant attention in recent years due to their several
advantages. Not only do they offer free squaring, as normal
basis does, but also involve lower computational complexity
and can be implemented in highly regular computing structures
[10]–[14].
Several digit-level serial/parallel structures for RB multiplier
have been reported in the last years [10]–[14]
over
after its introduction by Wu et al. [10]. An efficient serial/parallel multiplier using redundant representation has been presented in [10]. A bit-serial word-parallel (BSWP) architecture
for RB multiplier has been reported by Namin et al. [11]. Several other RB multipliers also have been developed by the same
authors in [12]–[14] for reducing the complexity of implementation and for high-speed realization. We find that the hardware
utilization efficiency and throughput of existing structures of
[12]–[14] can be improved by efficient design of algorithm and
architecture.
In this paper, we aim at presenting efficient digit-level
serial/parallel designs for high-throughput finite field multiplicabased on RB. We have proposed an efficient
tion over
recursive decomposition scheme for digit-level RB multiplication, and based on that we have derived parallel algorithms for
high throughput digit-serial multiplication. We have mapped the
algorithm to three different high-speed architectures by mapping
the parallel algorithm to a regular 2-dimensional signal-flow
graph (SFG) array, followed by suitable projection of SFG to
1-dimensional processor-space flow graph (PSFG), and the
choice of feed-forward cut-set to enhance the throughput rate.
Our proposed digit-serial multipliers involve significantly less
area-time-power complexities than the corresponding existing
designs. Field programmable gate array (FPGA) has evolved as
a mainstream dedicated computing platform. FPGAs however
do not have abundant number of registers to be used in the
multiplier. Therefore, we have modified the proposed algorithm
and architecture for reduction of register-complexity particularly
for the implementation of RB multipliers on FPGA platform.
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Apart from these we also present a low critical-path digit-serial
RB multiplier for very high throughput applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The proposed
is prealgorithm for finite field RB multiplication over
sented in Section II. The proposed structures for high-throughput
digit-serial realization of the multiplications are derived from
the proposed algorithm in Section III. In Section IV, we have
discussed the estimation of hardware and time complexities
along with the comparative performance of proposed designs
over the recent competing designs. Conclusions are presented in
Section V.

Existing Algorithm Existing digit-serial multiplication algorithm
[13] and [14]
Inputs:
,
and

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
are two RB representation elements, for

A. Brief Review of Existing Digit-Serial RB Multiplier
Assuming
finite field

to be a primitive th root of unity, elements in
can be represented in the form:
(1)

where

, for
, such that the set
is defined as the RB for finite field elements,
where is a positive integer not less than [6], [10].
, when
is prime and 2 is
For a finite field
a primitive root modulo
, there exists a type I optimal
, and
normal basis (ONB) [10], where is an element of
.
be expressed in RB representation as
Let
(2)
(3)
where
. Let be the product of
can be expressed as follows

and

, which

(4)
where
, where

denotes modulo
reduction. Define
, we have
(5)

In the recently proposed RB multipliers of [13] and [14], both
operands and are decomposed into a number of blocks to
achieve digit-serial multiplication, and after that the partial products corresponding to these blocks are added together to obtain
the desired product word. The existing digit-serial RB multiplication algorithm is stated as follows:

.

Output:
1. Initialization:

for

and

2. For all values of

, do

3. For all values of

, do

4. For

to

, do

5.
6. End For
7. End For
8.
9. End For
Step 5 of existing algorithm refers to the computation of
digit-wise partial products for the digit-serial multiplication
and
are decomposed into a number of
where operands
digits, and step 8 refers to the addition of those partial products
to compute the product word.
Although the existing algorithm of [13] and [14] is the most
efficient one out of all reported algorithms for digit-serial multiplication, we find that the hardware utilization efficiency and
throughput of existing structures of [13]-[14] could be improved
further by efficient design of algorithm and architecture. Particularly, due to its larger number of digit-wise partial products (step
5), and extra time for addition of those partial products (step 8),
which not only increases the average computation time (ACT) to
perform the multiplication but also involves extra hardware resources for storage and addition of larger number of partial products.
B. Proposed Digit-Serial RB Multiplication Algorithm
Alternatively, we can write (5) in a bit-level matrix-vector form
as:

..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.

..
.

(6)
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Looking at the structure of bit matrix in (6), we can define
bit-shifted (reduced) forms of operand as follows

Algorithm 1 Proposed digit-serial multiplication algorithm
Inputs:
in

(7)

and are the pair of elements (in RB representation)
to be multiplied.

Output:
1. Initialization step
1.1
2. Multiplication step

where
(8)

(9)
where
Let

.
and be two integers such that
, where
. For simplicity of discussion, we assume1
, and
decompose the input operand into number of bit-vectors
for
, as follows:

(10)
Similarly, we can generate number of shifted operand vecfor
, as follows:
tors

(11)
The product
given by the bit-level matrix-vector
product in (6) can be decomposed into inner-products of vecand
for
as:
tors

(12)
denotes
(13)
for
is a -point bit-vector
Note that each
for
is bit-shifted forms of
and each
operand . From (12) and (13) we can find that the desired multiplication can be performed by cycles of successive accumulafor
, while each
can be computed
tion of
. The proposed digit-serial multiplias
cation algorithm based on (12) and (13) is described in Algorithm
1.
1When
, we can append
.
to satisfy the condition

to

2.2. For

to

2.3.

The recursions on (8) can be extended further to have

where

2.1. For

number of zeros to each of the operands

2.4. End For
2.5. End For
3. Final step
3.1.
where step 2.3 refers to the digit-serial multiplication process.
According to our proposed algorithm, we generate less number
of partial products, and partial products are accumulated as soon
as they are computed, which not only shortens the ACT, but also
significantly reduces register and adder complexities of proposed
structures over that of existing ones in [13] and [14].
III. DERIVATION OF PROPOSED HIGH-THROUGHPUT
STRUCTURES FOR RB MULTIPLIERS
In this section, we derive the proposed multipliers from the
SFG of the proposed Algorithm 1.
A. Proposed Structure-I
According to (12) and (13), the RB multiplication can be represented by the 2-dimensional SFG (shown in Fig. 1) consisting of
parallel arrays, where each array consists of
bit-shifting
nodes (S node), multiplication nodes (M nodes) and
addition nodes (A nodes). There are two types of S nodes (S-I
node and S-II node). Function of S nodes is depicted in Fig. 1(b),
where S-I node performs circular bit-shifting by one position and
S-II node performs circular bit-shifting by positions for the degree reduction requirement. Functions of M nodes and A nodes
are depicted in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. Each of the M
nodes performs an AND operation of a bit of serial-input operand
with bit-shifted form of operand , while each of the A nodes
performs an XOR operation. The final addition of the output of
arrays of Fig. 1 can be performed by bit-by-bit XOR of the
number of A nodes as depicted in Fig. 1. The
operands in
desired product word is obtained after the addition of parallel
output of the arrays.
For digit-serial realization of RB multiplier, the SFG of Fig. 1
can be projected along -direction to obtain a PSFG as shown in
Fig. 2, where input bits are loaded in parallel to multiplication
nodes during each cycle period. The functions of nodes of PSFG
are the same as those of corresponding nodes in the SFG of Fig. 1
except an extra add-accumulation (AA) node. The function of the
AA node is, as described in Fig. 2(b), to execute the accumulation
operation for cycles to yield the desired result thereafter.
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Fig. 3. Cut-set retiming of PSFG of finite field RB multiplication over
, where “ ” denotes delay.

Fig. 1. Signal-flow graph (SFG) for parallel realization of RB multiplication
based on (12) and (13). (a) The proposed SFG. (b) Functional
over
description of S node, where S-I node performs circular bit-shifting of one position and S-II node performs circular bit-shifting by positions. (c) Functional
description of M node. (d) Functional description of A node.

Fig. 2. Processor-space flow graph (PSFG) of digit-serial realization of finite
. (a) The proposed PSFG. (b) Functional
field RB multiplication over
description of add-accumulation (AA) node.

For efficient realization of a digit-serial RB multiplier, we can
perform feed-forward cut-set retiming in a regular interval in the
PSFG as shown in Fig. 3. As a result of cut-set retiming of the
Fig. 3, the minimum duration of each clock period is reduced to
, where
and
denote the delay of an AND gate
and an XOR gate, respectively.
The PSFG of Fig. 3, is mapped to the high-throughput digit-serial RB multiplier (shown in Fig. 4), referred to as proposed structure-I (PS-I). PS-I contains three modules, namely the bit-permutation module (BPM), partial product generation module (PPGM)

Fig. 4. Proposed structure-I (PS-I) for RB multiplier, where “R” denotes a register cell. (a) Detailed structure of the RB multiplier. (b) Structure of the bit-permutation module (BPM). (c) Structure of the AND cell in the partial product
generation module (PPGM). (d) Structure of the XOR cell in the PPGM. (e)
Structure of the register cell in the PPGM. (f) Structure of the finite field accumulator.

and finite field accumulator module. The BPM of Fig. 4 performs rewiring of bits of operand to feed its output to partial
product generation units (PPGU)s according to the S nodes of
PSFG of Fig. 3, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The AND cell, XOR cell
and register cell of PPGM perform the function of M node, A
node and delay imposed by the retiming of PSFG of Fig. 3, respectively. Structures and functions of AND cell, XOR cell and
register cell are shown in Fig. 4(c), (d), and (e), respectively. The
input operands are fed to PPGU in staggered manner to meet the
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Fig. 5. PS-I for RB multiplier when
. (a) Proposed cut-set retiming of
. (b) Detailed internal structure of merged regular PPGU. (c)
PSFG when
.
Corresponding PS-I for the case

timing requirement in systolic pipeline. The accumulator consists
of parallel bit-level accumulation cells [as shown in Fig. 4(f)].
The newly received input is then added with the previously accumulated result and the result is stored in the register cell to be used
during the next cycle. The duration of minimum cycle period of
. The proposed digit-serial design gives the
the PS-I is
first output of desired product
cycles after the pair of
operands are fed to the structure, while the successive output are
produced at the interval of cycles thereafter.

Fig. 6. Proposed structure-II (PS-II) for RB multiplier, where “R” denotes a
register cell. (a) Modified PSFG. (b) Structure of RB multiplier.

B. Modification of Proposed Structure-I
For any integer value of , we can have
, where
and
. Without loss of generality, for simplicity of
. The approach proposed here for
discussion, we can assume
.
however can be easily extended to the cases where
Define
, and
, such that (13) can be
rewritten as
(14)
Based on (14), we can modify the retiming of PSFG of Fig. 3
to derive suitable digit-level architecture for RB multiplier over
. For example, to obtain the proposed structure for
, a pair of S nodes, a pair of M nodes and a pair of A nodes
of the PSFG of Fig. 3 can be merged to form a macro-node as
shown within the dashed-lines in Fig. 5. Each of these macronodes can be implemented by a new PPGU to obtain a PPGM of
PPGUs. Accordingly, two regular PPGUs in the structure of
Fig. 4 can be emerged into a new regular PPGU as shown in Fig.
5(b), which consists of two AND cells and two XOR cells (the
first PPGU requires only one XOR cell). The functions of AND
cell, XOR cell and register cell are the same as those described
in Fig. 4. The critical path of the structure of Fig. 5(c) amounts
. The first output of desired product is available
to
cycles, while the
from this structure after a latency of
successive outputs are available thereafter in each cycles of

Fig. 7. Novel cut-set retiming of PSFG and its corresponding structure: PS-III.
(a) Cut-set retiming. (b) BPM and PPGM of PS-III.

duration
. The technique used to derive the structure
may be extended for any value of , to obtain a structure
for
consisting of
PPGUs.
The technique based on (14) can significantly reduce the register complexity of the proposed structure, since consecutive
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF AREA-TIME COMPLEXITIES OF DIGIT-SERIAL RB MULTIPLIERS

: Time duration of critical-path. :

is the number of bits of operand

fed to each PPGU during each cycle period.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF AREA-TIME COMPLEXITIES OF DIFFERENT MULTIPLIERS WHERE THERE EXIST A TYPE I ONB

: Time duration of critical-path.
: The structure listed here refers to the AND-efficient digit-serial (AEDS) in [20].
: The structure listed here refers to the XOR-efficient digit-serial (XEDS) in [20].
: The structure listed here refers to the -sequential multipliers with parallel output I ( -SMPOI) in [21].
: Referring to the -sequential multipliers with parallel output II ( -SMPOII) in [21].
: The structure listed here refers to type I ONB structure.
:
. :
. :
.
:
. :
.
:
.
:
.
:
.
:
.
:
.
:
.
: The structure listed here can be seen as the case of
, where is the number of bits of operand fed to each PPGU during each cycle period.
: The structure listed here refers to the case where can be any value
.

PPGUs of the PS-I can be merged together to form
units to be processed concurrently. This strategy is quite useful
for FPGA-based implementation since the value of can be
chosen appropriately, such that the PSFG nodes selected to be
processed in a cycle can be mapped to a basic unit of FPGA with
low register complexity.
C. Proposed Structure-II
We can further transform the PSFG of Fig. 3 to reduce the latency
and hardware complexity of PS-I. To obtain the proposed strucserially-connected A nodes of the PSFG of Fig. 3 are
ture,
A nodes as shown within
merged into a pipeline form of

the dashed-box in Fig. 6(a). These pipelined A nodes can be implemented by a pipelined XOR tree, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Since
all the AND cells can be processed in parallel, there is no need of
using extra “0”s on the input path to meet the timing requirement
in systolic pipeline. The critical path and throughput of PS-II are
the same as those of PS-I. Similarly, PS-II can be easily extended
to larger values of to have low register-complexity structures.
D. Proposed Structure-III
Since the S nodes of Fig. 3 perform only the bit-shifting operations they do not involve any time consumption. Therefore,
we can introduce a novel cut-set retiming to reduce the critical-
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Fig. 8. Comparisons of key metrics of various structures for
. (a) Comparisons of area-complexity (number of ALUT). (b) Comparisons of maximum
frequency (MHz). (c) Comparisons of power consumption (mW).

path further, as shown in Fig. 7(a). It can be observed that the
cut-set retiming allows to perform the bit-addition and bit-multiplication concurrently, so that the critical-path is reduced to
, i.e., the throughput of the design is increased.
The proposed high-throughput structure (PS-III) of RB multiplier
PPGUs, and
thus derived is shown in Fig. 7(b). It consists of
each PPGU consists of one AND cell, one XOR cell and two register cells. The proposed structure yields the first output of desired
cycles after the first input is fed to the structure,
result
while the successive outputs are available in each cycles.
IV. AREA-TIME-POWER COMPLEXITIES
A. Complexities of PS-I, PS-II, and PS-III
regular
PS-I requires PPGUs, where each of the
PPGUs consists of XOR gates and AND gates. The finite

Fig. 9. Comparisons of area-delay-power complexities of various structures
(delay refers to the ACT of a structure. Area, delay and power are
for
s and mW, respectively). (a) Comparisons
measured in number of ALUT,
of area-delay product (ADP). (b) Comparisons of power-delay product (PDP).
(c) Comparisons of area-delay-power product (ADPP).

field accumulator requires XOR gates and bit-registers. The
XOR gates,
AND gates
proposed design in total requires
bit-registers. After a latency of
cycles,
and
PS-I gives the desired output word in every cycles of duration
.
PS-I for any value of consists of
PPGUs. The complete
XOR gates,
AND
structure of the multiplier thus requires
bit-registers. The latency of the structure
gates and
amounts to
cycles, where the duration of minimum
.
cycle period is
PS-II has similar area-time complexities as those of PS-I except that it involves less registers and lower latency than the latter.
registers and yields its first result
In total, PS-II requires
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TABLE III
AREA-TIME-POWER COMPLEXITIES COMPARISON OF VARIOUS MULTIPLIERS
BASED ON FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

: Area, delay and power are measured in number of ALUT,
mW, respectively.
: Delay refers to the ACT of a structure.

s and

after a latency of
cycles. For any value of , PS-II
registers.
requires
PS-III requires
PPGUs, where each of the
regular PPGUs consists of XOR gates, AND gates and
bit-registers. The proposed design in total would require
XOR
gates and
AND gates. Besides, it needs a total of
bit-registers. After a latency of
cycles, PS-III gives
.
the desired output word in every cycles of duration
B. Comparison with Existing Digit-Serial RB Multipliers
The area-time complexities of proposed structures and existing
structures of [10]–[14] for RB multiplier are listed in Table I. For
simplicity of discussion, we refer PS-I of Fig. 4 and PS-II of Fig. 6
, respectively.
as the case of
In [13] and [14], the authors have shown that their structures
outperform the previous structures in [10]–[12]. Therefore we
compare the performance of proposed structures only with those
), not only involve
of [13] and [14]. PS-I and PS-II (for
less time complexity (shorter ACT), but also have less XOR gates
than those of existing designs of [13] and [14]. PS-I and PS-II (for
) require less registers, at the cost of a small increase in
critical-path. And PS-III has the lowest time-complexity among
all the structures listed in Table I.
C. Comparison with Existing Digit-Serial Multipliers Having
a Type I ONB
The complexity of RB multiplier is almost the same as that
of type I ONB [10]. The area-time complexities of the proposed
multipliers and architectures of [10]–[14] and [18]–[22] (for
which there exists a type I ONB) are shown in Table II. Note
,
that these complexities are estimated by substituting for
according to the definition in [10].
The authors in [13] and [14] have shown that their multipliers
outperform the previously proposed structures in [10]–[12] and
[18]–[21]. Therefore we compare our proposed structures only
with [13]-[14] and [22]. PS-I and PS-II not only require less
number of logic gates and registers ( number less XOR gates
and nearly number less registers), but also have shorter ACT
compared to the structure in [22].
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D. Comparison of Synthesis Results for FPGA Implementation
We have used Altera Quartus II 12.0 and chosen Arria II GZ
EP2AGZ225FF35C3 FPGA device to synthesize the proposed
designs as well as the existing competing designs. The key synthesis results are obtained, in terms of area, maximum frequency
and power consumption with respect to various ,
and .
The number of adaptive look-up table (ALUT) is taken as the
area measure. For fair estimation, we have used the same input
data and the same clock frequency (100 MHz) to obtain the
synthesis results using Quartus II PowerPlay Power Analyzer.
The metrics, i.e., area, maximum usable clock frequency and
power consumption of various structures estimated from the
synthesis results are shown in Fig. 8. We have also estimated
the area-delay product (ADP), power-delay product (PDP) and
area-delay-power product (ADPP) of proposed and existing
structures from the synthesis results as shown in Fig. 9, where
the delay refers to the ACT estimated from the minimum data
arrival time.
For a detailed comparison, we have listed the synthesis results
(area, delay, power, ADP, PDP, and ADPP) of proposed designs
(PS-I/PS-II and PS-III) along with the best of the existing designs
and
,
of [13]/[14] in Table III, for
and
, and
and
,
respectively.
It can be seen that for FPGA implementation, the proposed
structures (except PS-III) outperform the existing designs. As
shown in Figs. 8, 9 and Table III, PS-I can provide a saving of upto
94% of ADP and ADPP and 65% of PDP over the existing design
and
. Besides, as shown in
of [13], for
Fig. 9 and Table III, as the value of increases, the ADP of proposed structures decreases. It is worth noting that the ALUT of
Altera FPGA devices can be mapped to logic function involving
multiple Boolean operations, so that the number of synthesized
ALUT decreases as increases. This feature also explains why
the ADP of PS-III is worse than others.
E. Comparison of Synthesis Results for ASIC Implementation
We have also synthesized the proposed structures and the existing structures using Synopsys Design Compiler and North Carolina State University’s 45 nm FreePDK [15] to obtain the area,
time and power complexities of the designs. Using those logical
synthesis results, we have plotted the area, delay and power consumption (at 1GHz) in Fig. 10, and we have calculated the ADP,
PDP and ADPP of the designs (shown in Fig. 11).
As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, proposed structures outperform
)
the existing designs. Basic structures of PS-I and PS-II (
have the lowest ADP and PDP among all these structures. As
increases, the ADP and PDP of proposed structures also increase
a little while the ADPP decreases, so that the ADP and the PDP
of PS-II are the lowest among all the structures for the case of
,
, and
}, while the ADPP of PS-II is
{
the lowest for the case of {
,
, and
}. For
a detailed comparison, synthesis results in terms of area-delaypower complexities of proposed designs of PS-II, and PS-III; and
the best of the existing designs [14] are listed in Table IV for the
,
, and
}, {
,
, and
case of {
}, and {
,
, and
}, respectively.
As shown in Figs. 10 and 11 and Table IV, especially for the
,
, and
}, PS-II can save at most
case of {
18% ADP, 17.8% PDP and 60% ADPP over the existing design
of [14], as shown in Fig. 11 and Table IV. Moreover, as shown in
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Fig. 10. Comparisons of key metrics of various structures for
. (a)
). (b) Comparisons of delay (ns). (c)
Comparisons of area-complexity (
Comparisons of power consumption (mW).

Table IV, PS-III of Fig. 7 has the lowest time complexity among
all the structures.
F. Design Selection
From Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11, we find that PS-I and PS-II outperform the other structures in both FPGA and ASIC platforms
in terms of area, time and power complexities. Besides, because
of their low area-time-power complexities and high throughput
rate, PS-I and PS-II can be used in various real time applications.
Especially for FPGA implementation, it is suggested to use either
PS-I/II (for
) based on the area constraint and speed
requirement of applications. For ASIC implementation, PS-I and
PS-II of Figs. 4 and 6 or PS-III of Fig. 7 are preferred for their
efficiency in area-time-power complexities. For applications requiring highest throughput, PS-III of Fig. 7 is the best choice. In

Fig. 11. Comparisons of area-delay-power complexities of various structures
(delay refers to the ACT of a structure. Area, delay and power
for
, ns and mW/GHz, respectively). (a) Comparisons of areaare measured in
delay product (ADP). (b) Comparisons of power-delay product (PDP). (c) Comparisons of area-delay-power product (ADPP).

summary, we can choose different structures according to the requirements of different application environments.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel recursive decomposition algorithm
for RB multiplication to derive high-throughput digit-serial multipliers. By suitable projection of SFG of proposed algorithm and
identifying suitable cut-sets for feed-forward cut-set retiming,
three novel high-throughput digit-serial RB multipliers are derived to achieve significantly less area-time-power complexities
than the existing ones. Moreover, efficient structures with low
register-count have been derived for area-constrained implementation; and particularly for implementation in FPGA platform
where registers are not abundant. The results of synthesis show
that proposed structures can achieve saving of up to 94% and
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TABLE IV
AREA-TIME-POWER COMPLEXITIES COMPARISON OF VARIOUS MULTIPLIERS
BASED ON ASIC IMPLEMENTATION

: area, delay and power are measured in
respectively.
: delay refers to the ACT of a structure.

, ns and mW(1 GHz),

60%, respectively, of ADPP for FPGA and ASIC implementation, respectively, over the best of the existing designs. The
proposed structures have different area-time-power trade-off
behavior. Therefore, one out of the three proposed structures
can be chosen depending on the requirement of the application
environments.
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